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(57) ABSTRACT 

The present invention provides warmth and comfort when 
traveling, especially during the cold months. The blanket is 
designed to give warmth when the body is covered; comfort 
and head rest for the pillow holder section and to keep out 
lighting from coming in when resting. This blanket is for 
personal traveling, when flying (airplane) or driving on bus, 
car, or train. 
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US 2009/007774.6 A1 

BLANKET THAT ISA COMBINATION OF 
PLLOW HOLDER AND NIGHTLIGHT 

EYE-COVERING 

0001. The present invention relates to a blanket that is a 
combination of a pillow holder and nightlight eye-covering. 
When opened up, it has an area where a pillow can be inserted 
and an opening for the person to put their head through, giving 
not only comfort on a pillow but covering and warmth when 
traveling. The blanket is a one-piece combination for three 
different uses for covering, head rest and eye-covering, as 
well a small pocket to hold documents or eye covering when 
resting/sleeping. 
0002. The blanket can also be used to for a winter coat 
Substitute from the car to the plane or used in waiting areas of 
airport to keep the body warm and headrest comfort 
0003 For personal hygiene and now that most in air flights 
do not offer blankets, this blanket can be purchased by indi 
viduals to carry-on. 
0004 While the present invention has been described in 
terms of specific embodiments, it is to be understood that the 
invention is not limited to these disclosed embodiments. This 
invention may be embodied in many different forms and 
should not be construed as limited to the embodiments set 
forth herein; rather, these embodiments are provided by way 
of illustration only and so that this disclosure will be thor 
ough, complete and will fully convey the full scope of the 
invention to those skilled in the art. Indeed, many modifica 
tions and other embodiments of the invention will come to 
mind of those skilled in the art to which this invention per 
tains, and which are intended to be and are covered by both 
this disclosure, the drawings and the claims. 
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FIGURE DESCRIPTIONS 

0005 FIG. 1 is a top view of a pillow-holder/nightlight 
eye-covering blanket of the invention illustrating a first pre 
ferred embodiment with sharp corners; and 
0006 FIG. 2 is a top view of a second preferred embodi 
ment pillow-holder/nightlight eye-covering blanket with 
rounded corners, illustrating its use with a pillow and sleeper. 

NUMBER DESCRIPTION LIST 

0007 10 is a blanket that is a combination of pillow holder, 
security pocket illustrating personal items enclosed, and 
nightlight eye-covering. 
0008. 20 is a pillow holder section. 
0009 30 is an opening to insert head onto pillow with 
middle upper top from neck to bottom covering the rest of 
body. 
0010) 40 is an extra pocket extension from pillow socket to 
hold documents or attached nightlight blocker eye-covering, 
which is available at both ends. 
0011 50 is a nightlight blocking blocker/eye-covering. 
0012 60 is a pillow (square and rounded). 
0013 70 is a sleeper. Also blanket with square (sharp) 
corners and rounded corners. 
0014 Will need sleeper and blanket from the invention. 
(0015) 80 is a nightlight. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A blanket that is a combination of a pillow holder and 

nightlight eye-covering. When opened up, it has an area 
where a pillow can be inserted and an opening for the person 
to put their head through, giving not only comfort on a pillow 
but covering and warmth when traveling. The blanket is a 
one-piece combination for three different uses for covering, 
head rest and eye-covering, as well a small pocket to hold 
documents or eye covering when resting/sleeping. 
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